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is to reduce the propagation of rounding errors when using floating point in a 
manner which can be implemented effectively in VLSI. 
A E Tical classical floating-point unit might have 24 binary places with an exponent 
rang; af - 127 to It7 (say ). With Karlsruhe arithmetic based upon such a classical 
floating-point system, on. e has a vee long accumulator so that all the exponent 
range values can be accommodated. In this case, the mantissa length would be 256 
binary places. With such an accumulator, addition into the accumulator loses no 
precision, and hence a scalar pro outed with only one roundin 
error (which occurs when storin 
Each chapter of the book has separate author, but the boo is a coherent whole 
due to the fact that it is the result of the ESPRlT project DIAM.lND. The 
Commission is to be con ratu~~ted in providing ;iuch ;1 permanant record of this 
project. 
The first four chapters are by Walk and summarise the propxtics of classical 
standard. the Brown 
the sixth one which 
is fully covered 
ous rn~th~ds of 
optimization ace fully considered using 
Thlere is, of coutse, no doubt that Karfsruhe arithmetic can reduce t 
error, and that this is more effective than u 
~m~l~m~ntation is possible, and has been p 
basis. Howtver, the introduction of such a method must h 
classical floatin int. 8 have to say that the book con 
could convince hat Katlsruhe arithmetic is an>qhing 
The book is well written, contains some useful materia1, but at nearly thirty 
can only be recommended for libraries (when numerical analysis and 
point is of interest). 
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?he Mathematics of Petri ts. By Christophe Reutenauer. Prentice Hail I 
national, Hemel Hempstead, United Kingdom, 1990, Price JE29.95 (hardback?, 
ISBN O-13-561887-8. 
One of the unwritten laws on mathematics tates that the importance, beauty and 
appeal of a problem is directly propozrtional to the simplicity of its statement and 
inversely proportional to the simplicity of its proof. It is probably number theory 
which is the branch of mathematics that has generated most high-ranked problems 
according to this criterion -think of such vexing ones as Fermat’s or Coldbach’s 
conjectures. But also Theoretical Computer Science, despite its young a 
contributed some. The book of Christophe Reutenauer is devoted to one 
the reachability problem of Petri nets. 
for more than a d 
raph theory and formal tan 
chapter contains a selection of exe 
Chapters 4 and 5 are the core of the in Chapter 4, Karp and Miller’s 
coverability tree is introduced, together with its main properties, as well as the 
important notion of a positive walk- Kosaraju’s algorithm and its correctness proof 
are presented in Chapter 5. ife in both chaptefs the main ideas are nicely 
introduced and easy to g detaifs of the constructions are rather technical 
and require effort. Once , the exercises are realty helpful. 
Chapter 6, the last of the book, presents some results derived 
theorem. In particular, the decidability of livenesc is proved, w L:++ .: 
bility or the containment problem. Unfortunate1 , tkts chapter falls far short of 
constituting a survey on decidability theory for Petri nets srnce, ior example, results 
on various notions of fairness and on home states are missing, and no pointers to 
the literature are provided. Since such a survey does not exist yet, it could be 
interesting to enlarge this chapter in future editions. 
The book is of interest for researchers and users of Petri nets and other formal 
models of concurrent systems, as well as for people working on computability theory- 
Readers not familiar with Petri net theory should be warned that the title of the 
book is misleading. While the title of the original French version, Aspects 
Muthtkztiques des Rkeau... de Petri, was vague but not wrong, the English transla- 
tion, The Mafhematics of Petri Nets, is annoyingly inappropriate. The intersection 
of mathematics and Petri nets is not restricted to computability and formal language 
theory; it also covers complexity, program semantics and verification, ategory 
theory, and other subject matters. Petri nets have profited from advances in these 
areas, and also contributed with indi techniques to them. 
A T 
at is meant by an obj 
e to an instance 
classes are related by inheritance, so that the behaviour of a class of objects can be 
refined in subclasses. In such systems, most objects are pa 
amount of concurrent activity, which is programmed ex Y. 1 L.crC r3 4roJCf d 
considerable amount of commercial interest in object-oriented design and analysis, 
and in production-quality object-oriented programming languages. This approach 
can now be regarded as part of the mainstream of development approaches for 
applications on uniprocessors and small-scale parallel systems. 
Conversely, work on concurrent object-oriented systems aimed at exploiting 
massively parallel computers has gone rather quiet. Such systems have a large 
number of objects which execute independently, in parallel. Between such objects, 
